Information about Cookies

Your Privacy
MURRELEKTRONIK AB protects your personal information. This document is designed to help
you understand which information we collect about you and how we use it.

What is a cookie and how we use it
A cookie is a simple text file that is stored on your computer or mobile device by a website’s
server and only that server will be able to retrieve or read the contents of that cookie.
It will contain some anonymous information and it allows a website to remember some of
your data.

Why do we use cookies?
We use cookies to allow our system to identify your device and to offer you various functions,
such as facilitate browsing this site and to ensure its correct use, to facilitate the access to
services that require authentication, as well as to find out which areas of a site have been
visited.
The cookies used on this site are pemanent(they remain / are stored on the hard drive of the
personal computer of the user/visitor until they expire) and session cookies (that will not be
permanently stored on the user’s/visitor’s computer and will be deleted when the browser is
closed).
The company uses cookies also for other purposes, such as





To identify you the moment you login to this site. This way, the company can give you
recommendations about products, visualize personalized contents and make other
functions and personalized services available;
Track the preferences set by you;
Track the articles you stored in your shopping cart.

Different types of cookies
TECHNICAL COOKIES





Session or transient cookies: used for the sole purpose of enabling the transmission of
a communication via an electronic communication network to provide a service upon
the user’s explicit request
Analytics – directly used by the provider of the site to collect information about the
number of visitors and how the site is used.
Functional cookies: they enable the user to browse while allowing us to remember
choices you make (example: language)) with the purpose to improve our service

USER PROFILING COOKIES
Targeted at user profiling and used in order to send advertising messages in line with the
preferences set by the user while browsing this site.
List of cookies used on this website:
















Name of the cookie: sid
Description: Session ID value
Name of the cookie: admin_sid
Description: Session ID value
Name of the cookie: language
Description: Shop language
Name of the cookie: displayedCookiesNotification
Description: Used for Cookie note, store bool value showed / not showed
Name of the cookie: oxenv_key
Description: Environment key for reverse proxy cache - Varnish
Name of the cookie: oxidadminprofile
Description: Store last locally used profile (Admin)
Name of the cookie: oxidadminlanguage
Description: Store language (Admin)
Name of the cookie: oxidadminfavorites
Description: Store favorite navigation (Admin)
Name of the cookie: oxidadminhistory
Description: Store navigation history parameters (Admin)
Name of the cookie: sid_key
Description: SID (Session Identification Number)
Name of the cookie: oxid_[shopId]
Description: Users information
Name of the cookie: oxid_[shopId]_autologin
Description: Users autologin information
Name of the cookie: fbwidgetson
Description: Facebook information exchange confirmation: confirmed / not confirmed
Name of the cookie: showlinksonce
Description: Product details page action menu: showed / not showed
Name of the cookie: hideBetaNote
Description: Beta note is turned off or not (used in Beta releases)












Name of the cookie: aHistoryArticles
Description: History article id's
Name of the cookie: _dc_gtm_UA-39521639-22
Description: required for Google Analytics, includes il codice associato
Value: "1"
Duration: 10 minutes
Valid: on all Murrelektronik’s websites ("/")
Name of the cookie: _ga
Description: used by Google Analytics to distinguish the individual visitors
Value: depends on the visitor, a matrix consists of four values: {GA1, 2, 1901321547,
1438675006}
Duration: 2 years, used every time a Murrelektronik page is visited
Valid: on all Murrelektronik’s websites("/")
Name of the cookie: _gat
Description: used by Google Analytics to limit the frequency of requests
Value: "1"
Duration: 10 minutes
Valid: on all Murrelektronik’s websites("/")
Name of the cookie: fe_typo_user
Description: is always used by TYPO3 – however, it is only used if there is a direct access
to the back-end of the website
Value: depends on the visitor, example: "ace7e3a692c426eee22b7a5235844752"
Duration: until the end of the session
Valid: on all Murrelektronik’s websites("/")
Name of the cookie: PHPSESSID
Description: required for sessions opened by login
Value: depends on the ID of the session, example.: "tc61ltvf01lhg4gbj8bponlsq7"
Duration: until the end of the session (o logout)
Valid: on all Murrelektronik’s websites ("/")

How to manage cookies
It is possible to modify your browser settings in order to inform you when cookies are placed. It
is also possible at any time to eliminate cookies that have already been saved in the settings of
your browser. It is possible to select if you want or not accept the cookies that are placed by
our website on the page with the settings for the cookies. If you decide to disable some of the
cookies, this may prevent you from taking full advantage of our website.

Do I have to accept cookies to be able to visit the website?
No, not necessarily. It is possible to disable cookies, including those that are used by our
website, by simply deactivating the cookie function in your browser or by refusing the consent
to the use of cookies. However, some parts of the website, same as with other web pages, may
not function properly if this function has been disabled. For example in case of access to areas
that require passwords the website will be not able to proceed in absence of the login
information supplied by the cookie.

